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Abstract

A composition sequence for a torsion-free abelian group A is an increasing sequence of pure
subgroups with rank 1 quotients and union A . Properties of A can be described by the sequence
of types of these quotients. For example, if A is uniform, that is all the types in some sequence
are equal, then A is complete decomposable if it is homogeneous. If A has finite rank and
all permutations of one of its type sequences can be realized, then A is quasi-isomorphic to a
direct sum of uniform groups.

1991 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): 20 K 15, 20 K 20.

1. Type radical

In [Ml] type chains are denned. We extend this concept to torsion-free
abelian groups of infinite rank.

An ascending sequence of pure subgroups in a torsion-free abelian group
not necessarily of finite rank with ranks increasing by 1 is called a composition
sequence of A:

0 - i 1 C , ^ 2 C , . . . C , Af C , Af+l c \ •••CtA=Aa

where c , indicates a pure subgroup and a is an ordinal number whose
cardinality is equal to the rank of A and Ap = \Ji<pAi if /? is a limit
ordinal. The quotients Ai+i/A( are rational groups of type tr The sequence
(tt\i < a) is called the corresponding type sequence. A torsion-free abelian
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220 Otto Mutzbauer [2]

group is said to be radical or more precisely t-radical if there is a type t
and a type sequence {tt\i < a) with ti > t for all i . Following a very well
known concept in non-abelian groups we define for a torsion-free abelian
group A iterated type subgroups—like iterated centers in the non-abelian
case, for instance [R; Section 1.3]—for all i < a by Al(t) = A(t) = {a e
A\t(a)>t},

A'+\t)/A'(t) = (A/A'(t))(t)

and Ap{t) = \Ji<fiA\t) if p is a limit ordinal. The union A°°{t) = \Ji<aA\t)
is called the t-radical or simple the radical of A . The subgroups A\t) and
A°°{t) are obviously fully invariant and pure. By analogy with the notations
used for non-abelian groups [R; Section 1.3] the ^-radical A°°(t) would be
more consistently denoted hyper-t-subgroup; but we prove in Theorem 1.4
that A°°(t) is a typical radical.

P. Schultz [S] defined in 1978 a T-sequence which contains this type rad-
ical as a special case.

EXAMPLE. There is a torsion-free abelian group A having a sequence of it-
erated type subgroups A'(t) of length co+1. Let px, px, ... be the sequence
of all primes, let

B = {xt,Pj
 {i+1\xx +PjX2 + • • • + p)xi+x)\\ <i,j<oo)c 0 Q * , . .

Let (1 , 1,...) G t and Bi = {xx, ... , * , ) , the pure subgroup of B gener-
ated by (xx, ... , x(). A composition sequence of B is

and tiBf/B^) = t, that is, all Bt and B are radical groups having a type
sequence where all types are equal to / . Such groups will later be called
uniform or f-uniform. Furthermore B'{t) = Bi and BjBi = B for all i.
Therefore Ba(t) = (J~! Bl(t) = (J~, Bt = B. Let

A = (B,y,p~\y + Xi)\l < i < oo) c Qy ® 0 Q x , .

Then B is pure in A and t(A/B) = t, because A/B = {y + B)t. Thus
Aw+l{t) = A. Moreover A is a /-uniform group (see Section 2) and the
subgroups B^A'it) are strongly indecomposable f-uniform groups of rank
/ . Let especially E = B2 for later use. A similar example of rank 2 can also
be found in [G].

We collect some essential properties of radical groups.
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[3] Torsion-free abelian groups 221

PROPOSITION 1.1. 4̂ torsion-free abelian group A is a t-radical group if
and only if it equals its t-radical, that is, A = A°°(t).

PROOF. If A = A°°(t), then by definition of the iterated type subgroups
a composition sequence comprising these subgroups has quotients Ai+lIAt

with types > t. Conversely let A be a f-radical group, that is, there is a
composition sequence

with types tx — t(Ai+l/At) > t. By transfinite induction on i we show that
for all i < a, At C A°°(t). When / = 1 the result is trivial. Assume now
At C A°°{t). Thus

is either 0, if Ai+1 c A°°{t), or isomorphic to Ai+l/Ai, that is, of type tl> t.
Consequently (Ai+1 +A0O(t))/Aoo(t) c (A/A°°(t))(t) = 0 and Ai+l c A°°(t).
If P is a limit ordinal, then by hypothesis Ak c A°°(t) if k < /? and

PROPOSITION 1.2. The pure hull of a t-radical subgroup in a torsion-free
abelian group is t-radical and extensions of two t-radical groups are t-radical.

PROOF. Extensions of two Nradical groups are obviously Nradical. To
prove the first statement let B be a f-radical subgroup of A, that is, there
is a composition sequence

with type sequence (tfi\fi < a) and tfi > t for all 0 < a. Let Cfi = (Bfi)*

and C — Bt be the pure hulls of Bp and B in A . It is enough to prove
that all quotients of the sequence (CJ/f < a) are of type > t. But

Bfi+JBfi = (C,+I n B)/(Cp r\B)c Cf+l/Cp,

so C = B* is a f-radical group.

PROPOSITION 1.3. Torsion-free homomorphic images of t-radical groups
and arbitrary sums of t-radical subgroups are t-radical.

PROOF. Let B be a pure subgroup of the ^-radical group A. Let
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be a composition sequence with rational quotients Ai+l/At of type > t. Let

C, = (At+Btf , so CJB = {(Ai+B)/B)AJB . The quotient (Ai+l+B)/(Ai+B)
is either a torsion group, that is Ct = C( + 1, or a torsion-free homomorphic
image of Ai+l/At, hence isomorphic to Aj+l/Ai. Then, as in the proof of

1.2 we have Ai+l/Ai c Ci+l/C(. Omitting equalities in the sequence

OcCJB CC2/BC---CA/B

we get a composition sequence of A/B with rational quotients of type > t,
so A/B is /-radical.

To prove the second statement let {BJfi < a) be a well-ordering of a set
of /-radical subgroups (not necessarily pure) in the torsion-free abelian group
A . Let Cp = ^2y<p By. Consider the sequence

0 c C, c C2 c • • • c Cp c Cfi+, c • • • c £ B p = C.

We prove by transfinite induction that C is r-radical. Certainly C{ = B{

is /-radical. Assume Ct to be f-radical, then the pure hull D = (C(.)f''
+I is

/-radical by the first statement and

Ci+l/D = (C,. + BM)ID = (D + 5,.+1)/Z) - 5,+ 1/(5,+ 1 n D)

is a torsion-free homomorphic image of the /-radical group Bj+l, hence t-
radical by 1.1. Thus Ci+l is the extension of two /-radical groups and again
/-radical by 1.2. If ^ is a limit ordinal, then Cfi - \J7<fi Cy and by 1.2 we
may assume all Cy to be pure /-radical subgroups of Cfi , that is, Cy+l/Cy

is /-radical by the first statement. Hence Cfi is /-radical. Eventually C is
/-radical.

By 1.3 and 1.4 the class of /-radical groups is a radical class in the classical
sense [R; Section 1.3]; and the /-radical is a radical as usual by the following
result.

THEOREM 1.4. The t-radical A°°(t) of A is the sum of all t-radical sub-
groups of A and is itself the unique maximal t-radical subgroup. The t-radical
of the quotient A/A°°(t) is 0.

PROOF. Let B be a (not necessarily pure) /-radical subgroup of A, that
is, B has a composition sequence

with corresponding type sequence (t(\i < a), where /( = t{Bi+lIBt) > t. We
prove by transfinite induction that Bi c A°°(t) for all i < a.
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When i = 1 the result is trivial. Assume Bt c A°°(t). If x e Bi+l\Bf,
then

tKf'^'ix + BjKt*'* lt\x + A°°(t)),
hence x € A°°(t) and Bi+l c ^°°(f). If A is a limit ordinal and Bk c ^°°(0
for all k < p , then B* — \Jk<g Bk c A°°(t), and all /-radical subgroups of A
are contained in the /-radical A°°(t) of A which is also a /-radical group.
Thus the /-radical A°°(t) is the unique maximal /-radical subgroup, and
the quotient A/A°°(t) has /-radical 0, because otherwise we would get a
contradiction to the maximality of A°°[t) by 1.2.

REMARK. For a pure subgroup B of a torsion-free abelian group A we
have obviously B(t) = BnA(t) for all types / ; but for iterated type subgroups
we have only B'(t) c /!'(/) and B°°(t) C A°°{t) in general. This will be
proved by transfinite induction on i. The case i — 1 is clear. If B\t) c >4'(f)
and xeB'+l{t),then

tA/Al\x + At)) > tA/B'{t\x + a'(0) = ^ ^ ( x + *'«) > *,
that is, x e Ai+\t). If 0 is a limit ordinal and 5fc(0 c Ak(t) for all A: < 0 ,
then

Equality does not hold in general. In the group

E = {xl,x2, P~2(x{ + px2)\p prime ) c QXj e Qx2

we take the pure subgroup Z = C = (x2) c , E , using the notation of the first
example. With 2

C(t) = 0, hence
example. With (1 , 1, . . . ) e t we have E = E2(t) = E°°(t) but C°°(t) =

0 = C°°(t) = C2(t) # C = C n E2(0 = C n E°°(0.

The intersection of the /-radical and the s-radical certainly contains the
* U 5-radical, A°°{s) n A°°(t) D A°°(sU t), but in general we do not have
equality as the following example shows. Let

A = (x, y, z, p~2{x + pz), q~2(y + qz)\p e P, q <E Q) cQx (BQy (&Qz,

where P and Q are two infinite disjoint sets of primes. For the types of x
and y we have / = t(x) = t{(p~l\p e P)) and s = t(y) = t({q~l\q e Q))
respectively. We have

^°°(0 = A2(t) - (x, z)t, A°°(s) = A2(s) = {y, z>,,

but
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The intersection of /-radical or even /-uniform subgroups is in general not
/-radical as the following example shows. Let

A = (x,y, z, p~2(x + pz), p~2(y + pz)\p prime) cQx@Qy®Qz.

We have, using the notation of the first example, that the subgroups {x, z)t =
(y, z)t = E are /-uniform where (1 , 1,...) € / ; but their intersection is
(z)t = Z and not /-radical.

PROPOSITION 1.5. The t-radical of a torsion-free abelian group A equals
the intersection of all pure subgroups R such that A/R has t-radical 0.

PROOF. By 1.4 the /-radical of A/A°°(t) is 0. We have to show that
A°°(t) c R is A/R has trivial /-radical. Assume this to be false. Then there
is a first ordinal i such that Al{t) <£. R. Clearly / is not a limit ordinal,
so A'~l{t) c R. By the definition of Al{t), there exists a subgroup S of
A such that S/A'~\t) is a /-radical subgroup of A/A'~\t) and S <t R.
Now torsion-free homomorphic images of /-radical groups are /-radical by
1.3, so we may apply the natural homomorphism of A/Al~l{t) onto A/R,
concluding that SR/R is a /-radical subgroup of A/R. But this implies that
SR/R lies in the /-radical of A/R by 1.4, which is trivial. Thus S c R, a
contradiction.

2. Uniform groups

A torsion-free abelian group with uniform type sequence (t(\i < a) with
tt = t for all i is called uniform or more precisely t-uniform. A /-uniform
group is a special /-radical group and equals its /-radical by 1.1. The example
B in Section 1 shows that there are uniform groups of arbitrary finite rank
which are strongly indecomposable. Moreover uniformity is not inherited
by pure subgroups and torsion-free homomorphic images as the example E
shows with (x2)^ and E/(x2)t respectively.

Uniformity together with some other properties reduces to complete de-
composability.

PROPOSITION 2.1. For a uniform group A the following are equivalent:

(1) A is completely decomposable,
(2) A is separable,
(3) A is homogeneous.
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In this case A is completely decomposable homogeneous.

PROOF. That (1) implies (2) is trivial. To show that (3) is a consequence
of (2),let A be separable with f-uniform composition sequence 0 c , Ax c t

• • • Ct A. We prove by transfinite induction that all Ai are homogeneous of
type t. The case / = 1 is trivial. Assume At to be homogeneous of type t.
This and the f-uniformity of A imply that all elements a e Ai+l\At have
the same type t{a) = s < t. We have to show t(a) = t. So we may assume
t{a) < t. Let B be a completely decomposable direct summand of A of
finite rank containing a. Say, A = B © C, hence A(t) - B(t) © C(t) and
{B + A(t))/A(t) is a direct summand of A/A(t) which implies B + A(t) to
be pure in A. We have that B(t) — A(t) n B is a direct summand of B.
Thus B + A(t) = A(t) © D where D ^ 0 and all types of D are strictly less
than t. By purity B + A(t) contains Ai+l = {A(, a)t. Further, Aj+l <£ A(t)
hence Ai+l n A(t) = Ai and we obtain the contradiction

A . , I A- — '-^- c —— — D

by t(Ai+l/Aj) = t. So y4(+1 is homogeneous of type f. If /? is a limit
ordinal, then /4« = Ua</» ̂ a *s t n e u n i ° n °f P u r e homogeneous subgroups of
type < and therefore homogeneous of type t as required.

We now prove that (3) implies (1). If

is a r-uniform composition sequence of A, then for all ordinals /? < a we
have that Ag+l/Afi is a rational group of type t and by homogeneity of A
all elements in Afi+l\Afi are of type t. Hence by the lemma of Baer [F;

86.5] Ag is a direct summand of A^+l and Afi+l = (a^+1)^ © ̂ . The
rational groups (au)f , P < a generate their direct sum ©«<a<aij)» which
equals 4̂ = U«<a ^p > ant* ^ is completely decomposable.

EXAMPLE. The Baer-Specker group B = ZN° is an uncountable, homoge-
neous group which is N,-free but not free [F; 19.2], that is, not completely
decomposable and hence not uniform.

The following frequently used fact has a simple proof.

LEMMA 2.2. If t is a type in the typeset of A and if (t(\i < a) is a type
sequence of A, then there is an i with t <tr

PROOF. Let
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be the corresponding composition sequence. If x e A is an element of type
t(x) = t, then there is an / such that x e Ai+l but x $ A{, hence

,/4-) = ^M'\x + At) > t\x) = t.

REMARK. Let A be a torsion-free abelian group of finite rank with pure
subgroup B of corank 1. Then for all elements x e A\B, t(x) n IT{B) =
IT {A). All elements x e A\B with t{x) < IT{B) have the same type
t(x) = IT(A) < IT(B). Hence if A is a f-uniform group of finite rank
with a pure completely decomposable homogeneous subgroup of type t and
corank 1, then all x e A\B have the same type t{x) = IT(A) < t and the
typeset of A has only the types IT (A) and t. In particular, the typeset of
a uniform group of rank 2 has at most two elements.

I do not have an example of a uniform group of finite rank with infi-
nite typeset, but there are uniform groups of infinite rank having an infinite
typeset, as shown in the following example.

EXAMPLE. Let y be the rational group with 1 and x^W = (1 > 1 , • • • )£
t, let B = ©°!, S"xi C ©°!, Qx(. Let Pt for all natural numbers / be
pairwise disjoint infinite sets of primes with union (J,gN ̂ , equal to the set of
all primes. Let 5( = (p~l\p e Pt) c Q be rational groups of type tt =
Let

We have using the hypothesis on Pi and St, that B and all S{(y + JC() are
pure in A and A/B = £ / G N St c Q is the sum of all the 5 . . Hence as in the
remark preceding [M2; 2.1] we have t(A/B) = t(J?) and A is ^-uniform.
All types t( are in the typeset of A, thus A has an infinite typeset.

Parts of the following proposition were proved by Gardner [G].

PROPOSITION 2.3. If all chief quotients of a composition sequence of a
torsion-free abelian group are p-divisible, then the whole group is p-divisible.

For idempotent type t all t-uniform groups A satisfy A = A{t) and are
completely decomposable homogeneous of type t.

PROOF. We prove the Proposition by transfinite induction. If {Ap\fi < a)
is a composition sequence, with p-divisible quotients then At is a p-divisible
rational group. If /? is a limit ordinal, then Ap — \Ji<p A( is p-divisible as
a union of p-divisible subgroups At. If i is not a limit ordinal, then it is
enough to show that Ai is p-divisible if Ai-X is p-divisible and Aj/Ai_l is
p-divisible.
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[9] Torsion-free abelian groups 227

Let x e Al\Ai_x . Now Ai/Ai_l is p-divisible and there is an element
y with py — x = z e A{_x. But Ai_l is p-divisible, hence x is divisible

by p. With x also p - 1 x is not in Aj_l and x is /^-divisible. Thus At is
p-divisible.

If the type / is idempotent and the group is /-uniform, then obviously A —
A(t). Hence A is homogeneous and completely decomposable by Theorem
2.1.

LEMMA 2.4. Let A be a t-uniform group with proper homogeneous pure
subgroup B of type t. If B is of finite rank, then A/B is t-uniform.

PROOF. Let a /-uniform composition sequence 0 ct Ax ct A2 ct • • • ct A
of A be given. Then

O C ( ^ + B)/B C (A2 + B)/B C • • • C A/B

is a sequence with possibly torsion-quotients. We have

Ai + B ((Ai+lnB) +
and these quotients are either = 4 j + 1 / ^ if Ai+l n B = Ai n B or finite
otherwise, because Aj+X n B is homogeneous of type t as a pure subgroup
of the homogeneous group B. The group B is of finite rank and Ai+l C\B /
yij.nJ? happens only for finitely many i . Forming the sequence (A(+B)* and
observing that (ylj; + B)t/(Al+B) is always finite we get (omitting equations)
the /-uniform composition sequence ((Aj + B^li < a) of A/B. This proves
that A/B is /-uniform.

The quotient of a /-uniform group relative to a homogeneous pure sub-
group of type / is in general not /-uniform as the following example shows.
Let A = ©°! 0 ZJC( be a free group of countable rank. Let px,p2,... denote
the sequence of all primes. The subgroup B = 0 ° ^ , Z(xQ - ptxt) is pure in
A and A/B is a rational group of type ( 1 , 1 , . . . ) e z , hence A/B is not
/(Z)-uniform.

PROPOSITION 2.5. Homogeneous pure subgroups of type t in t-uniform
groups are completely decomposable (homogeneous of type / ) .

PROOF. If 0 ct A{ ct A2 ct • • • Ct A is a /-uniform composition se-
quence of A and B a pure subgroup, then the intersection of this composi-
tion sequence with B leads to a sequence of pure subgroups

0cAir\BcA2nB<z--cAnB = B
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with possible equalities. We have (Aj+l n B)/(Aj n B) C Ai+l/Ai and the
quotients are either 0 or of type < t. But B was homogeneous and pure,
hence elements in (Aj+l n B)\(At n B) have type / . Thus B is /-uniform,
and completely decomposable by 2.1.

PROPOSITION 2.6. All t-radical subgroups offinite rank in t-uniform groups
are t-uniform.

PROOF. Let B c A, where B is /-radical and A /-uniform. By 1.2 it is
enough to show that the pure hull of B is /-uniform. So we may assume
B to be pure. We prove this by induction. The start and assumption are
obvious. If for « > 1

is a composition chain of B with types /, = tiBJB^J > / , then B/Bx is
/-radical by 1.3 and A/Bx is /-uniform by 2.4. Moreover, / < t(Bt) < / by
definition of /-radical groups and by 2.2 using that B{ is a pure subgroup of
the /-uniform group A. Thus the hypothesis can be applied to prove that B
is /-uniform.

If / = /(Z), then /-uniform groups are homogeneous and therefore free
by 2.1. Hence the /-radical Baer-Specker group cannot be a subgroup of
any /-uniform group. But this case is too special to decide if there is a /-
uniform group having a proper /-radical subgroup. Further if (B{\i e N)
is a composition sequence of the pure /-radical subgroup B = (J~i Bt of
the /-uniform group A, then B is a /-uniform and of countable rank. This
can be shown inductively. Bx is a rational group of type / , that is, a pure
homogeneous subgroup of rank 1 in A, because t(B{) > t and /-uniform
groups have only elements of type < / by 2.2. Thus B/Bx is a pure t-
radical subgroup of the quotient A/Bx, which is /-uniform by 2.4. The
same argument applies to all Bi+l/Bt, which are all of type / and B is /-
uniform. I do not have an example of a /-uniform group with (for instance
countable) proper /-radical subgroup.

A torsion-free abelian group is said to be locally /-radical, if all pure sub-
groups of finite rank are /-radical. These are precisely the /-radical groups
such that all elements have type > / . Similarly we define groups to be locally
/-uniform. Locally /-uniform groups are always homogeneous of type / and
they are completely decomposable if of finite rank, that is, locally /-uniform
groups are precisely the locally (completely decomposable homogeneous of
type Z)-groups.
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The following result shows that the Baer-Specker group is a locally /-
uniform group for t = /(Z) and of smallest cardinality, which is not /-
uniform.

PROPOSITION 2.7. Countable locally t-uniform groups are completely de-
composable homogeneous of type t.

PROOF. Let xl, x2,... be an indexing of the elements of the countable
locally /-uniform group A . If we select a composition sequence (A.\i e N)
out of

(*!>• C , <*! , X 2 ) . C . (Xx , X2 , X3) C . • • •

omitting equalities, then Ai is completely decomposable homogeneous of
type / by 2.1, and At_x is a direct summand of Ai with Ai/Ai_l of type
t. By the same argument as in the proof of 2.1 we get A = ( j , e N At to be
completely decomposable.

3. Radical groups of finite rank, Butler groups

We consider uniform and radical groups of finite rank.

THEOREM 3.1. If A is a t-uniform group of finite rank, then A = A°°(t),
A/A'(t) is t-uniform and A'+l(t)/A'(t) is completely decomposable homoge-
neous of type t for all i. If the type t is idempotent, then A is completely
decomposable homogeneous of type t.

PROOF. By finiteness of the rank we have only to prove that A/A(t) is a
/-uniform group and A(t) is completely decomposable homogeneous of type
t. Since A is /-uniform, by 2.2 all elements have type < / , thus A(t) is
homogeneous of type t and completely decomposable by 2.5. Hence A/A(t)
is /-uniform by 2.4.

If t is idempotent, then A is completely decomposable homogeneous of
type t by 2.3.

Theorem 3.1 can only be proved for groups of finite rank. If A is a t-
uniform group, then A/A(t) is /-radical by 1.3 but need not be /-uniform as
the following example shows. Let px, p2, ... be the sequence of all primes.
Let S be the rational group with 1 and ;t s(l) = (1 , 1, . . . ) e / . Let .B =

oo

A = (B, />r2(*2,-i +p,y), pZ2(x2i+y)\i € N) c Qy e 0 Q x ( . .
1=1
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Then A has the f-uniform composition sequence
oo

0 c, (x,), c. (xl, x3). c. • • • c. ©S*2l-_,

=: C c , ( C , y ) . c , ( C , y , *2>, C , ••• c . ^ .

But 4(f) = 5 since (0 , 1 , 0 , 1, . . . ) e t(y), and

A / B = {y + B ) t , ( 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) e t ( y + B ) .

Thus the rational group A/A(t) is not of type t, hence not Miniform.
Butler groups, that is, pure subgroups of completely decomposable groups

of finite rank (compare [A]), turn out to be very special if they satisfy certain
type conditions.

LEMMA 3.2. A Butler group with type sequence (t(\l < i < n) is completely
decomposable if for all i < n there is a j > i with C\'k=l tk > tj.

PROOF. We prove by induction on n that a Butler group with the given
type chain is isomorphic to ®"=i ^ , where t(At) = tt. The start and assump-
tion are obvious. Let A be a group of rank n . Let B be a pure subgroup
with type chain (tt\l < i < n - 1) and quotient A/B of type tn. Then

B is completely decomposable of inner type IT(B) — f\"~^ ti by hypothe-
sis. Consequently IT(A) = fl"^' tt f| t(x) = t(x) for all x e A\B, because
t(x) < t(x + B) = tn < f)"~f tt. Hence all elements in A\B have the same
type say 5.

Now a Butler group can be written in the form A = £"= 1 ^, with pure
rational groups At and A/B = £ { ( ^ , + B)/B\A( <£. B} is of type tn =
t(A/B) = \J{t{Ai)\Ai <£B} = s. We have using Baer's Lemma [F; 86.5] that
B is a direct summand and A is completely decomposable of the desired
isomorphism type.

COROLLARY 3.3 ([A; 1.11]). A Butler group with linearly ordered typeset is
completely decomposable.

COROLLARY 3.4. For a t-uniform group A of finite rank the following are
equivalent:

(1) A is a Butler group;
(2) A is homogeneous of type t;
(3) A is completely decomposable homogeneous of type t.

PROOF. By 2.1 (2) and (3) are equivalent. That (3) implies (1) is trivial
and (1) implies (3) by 3.2.
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THEOREM 3.5. The t-radical of a Butler group A equals the type subgroup
A(t) for all types t, and a Butler group is t-radical if and only if t is the
inner type.

PROOF. TO prove the first statement it is enough to show that for a Butler
group A the quotient A/A(t) cannot be rational of type > t. The Butler
group A is a finite sum of rational subgroups, that is A = A(t) + £),=1 A(,
where the At are rational and At n A(t) = 0 for all i. We may assume by
nniteness of the typeset of a Butler group that the type t is realized. Assume
t(A/A(t)) > t. We have

is the sum of rational groups with types t(A(), that is, t(A/A(t)) = |jf=I t(A()
> t. The inner type of A(t) is t and for the inner type of A we have

t > IT(A) = IT(A(t)) n t(At) = t n t(A.)
for all / . None of the types t{At) can be > t because A(t) / A. But now
we get the contradiction

k k

t = t n U t(At) = {J(tn t(At)) = IT(A) < t.
i=i /=i

By the finiteness of the typeset of a Butler group the inner type is realized
[M2; 1.3]. Thus a Butler group is /-radical if and only if t is the inner type.

All homogeneous torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank and not only
Butler groups have the property of Theorem 3.5, but Butler groups are, ex-
cluding the trivial homogeneous case with 3.4, not homogeneous.

REMARK. A torsion-free abelian group is called quotient-divisible if there
is a free subgroup such that the quotient is the direct sum of a divisible
group and a group of finite exponent. A f-uniform group of finite rank is
quotient-divisible if and only if t is idempotent, because t is also a cotype
and torsion-free homomorphic images of quotient-divisible groups are again
quotient-divisible and a rational group is quotient-divisible if and only if it
is of idempotent type. Thus a /-uniform quotient-divisible group of finite
rank is completely decomposable homogeneous of type t by 3.1.

4. Quasi-decompositions

If At, i < a, are subgroups of a torsion-free abelian group A which
form their direct sum, then 0 , < a ^ , is said to be a quasi-decomposition
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of A if the quotient A/(^i<aAj) has finite exponent. If A has the quasi-
decomposition ©, < a At where At is a ^.-uniform group with type sequence
of length n(, which is an ordinal, then all permutations of the type sequence
(t"1, t"2,... , t"',...) are also type sequences of A . With Theorem 4.3 we
prove a result in the opposite direction. But there are torsion-free abelian
groups having this permutation property but no quasi-decomposition into tt-
uniform subgroups if there are either infinitely many pairwise different types
tt or if at least two of the ordinals ni are infinite. This is shown by the
following two examples.

Let PQ, Px, ... be infinitely many pairwise disjoint infinite sets of primes.
Let S. = (p-l\p G P.) c Q and /,. = t(S(). Let B = © ~ , S.x. c © ~ , Q*,
and

where ql, q2, ... is an indexing of PQ . Let At = {xx, x2, ... , xt)* , then
(A^l < i < oo) is a composition sequence of A with corresponding type se-
quence (ff.|l < i < oo). All permutations of this type sequence are again
type sequences of A. We have tt n f. = t(Z) if i ^ j and therefore
y4oo(fJ.) = A(t() = Sixi. Thus B is a maximal subgroup of A having a
direct decomposition into tt-uniform subgroups. But A/B = ®~j Z(^.) is
not of finite exponent and B = 0 ° ! , 5,-x,- is not a quasi-decomposition of
A.

Another example D is given by

C = 0 , ,
/=i 1=1 «=i i=i

and D = (C, {xi +yi)/qi\\ < / < oo). Obviously D has the permuta-
tion property for the type sequence (/f, t™). By D0O(f1) = © ~ , 5,JC. and
D°°(t2) — ©~ j 52y,. we conclude that C is a maximal subgroup of D having
a direct decomposition into ^-uniform subgroups. But D/C = © ~ , Z(qj)
is not of finite exponent and C is not a quasi-decomposition of A .

If a subgroup 2? of a torsion-free abelian group A of finite rank has a
type chain which is also a type chain of A, then certainly A/B is a reduced
torsion group by [M2; 3.4], because A and B have equal sum type, but
A/B is not necessarily finite, nor even of finite exponent [M2; Example B
following 3.6].

LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a torsion-free abelian group of finite rank m with
subgroup B of the same rank m. If A and B have the same type chain
(t"1, ..., t"k

k) with pairwise different types tt, where tt is always a maximal
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element in the {partially ordered) set {tt, ti+l, ... , tk} for 1 < i < k, then
A/B is finite.

PROOF. Let (At\l < i < m) and (B(\l < i < m) be composition chains
corresponding to the given type chain of A and B respectively. Let t = t{

and n = nx. By 1.4 we have An, Bn c A°°(t). Assuming An ^ A°°(t)
we get 0 ̂  A°°(t)/An c A/An , that is, A/An contains an element of type
> t by 1.3. This is a contradiction by 2.2 and the maximality of t. So
we have An = A°°(t) and Bn = B°°(t) and both are Mmiform groups.
Further we have 0 / B(t) C A(t). By 2.5 both type subgroups are com-
pletely decomposable homogeneous of type t. The group B(t)A is com-
pletely decomposable homogeneous of type t as a pure subgroup of the com-
pletely decomposable homogeneous group A(t) by [F; 86.6]. To show that
B(t)A/B(t) is finite we could use a modification of [F; 98.1] or observe that
OT(B(t)A) = IT(B(t)A) = t and ST(B(t)A) = ST(B(t)) = nt and apply
[M2; 3.6]. Consequently (B + B(t)A)/B ^ B(t)A/B(t) is finite and we may
assume B(t) to be pure in A.

Now we prove the statement by induction on the rank m of A. When
m = 1 the result is clear. If B(t) is assumed to be pure in A, then B(t) c An

and B(t) c Bn . The quotients An/B(t) and BJB(t) are /-uniform by 2.4.
But then for the groups A/B(t) and B/B(t) the hypothesis applies and
A/B a (A/B(t))/(B/B(t)) is finite.

Let A = ® ° ^ Zxt be free with subgroup B = ® ° ^ Z.pixi, where px,
p2,... is an indexing of the set of all primes, so A/B does not have finite
exponent. But A and B are free and have both only one (and the same)
type sequence. Thus 4.1 cannot be proved for groups of infinite rank.

COROLLARY 4.2. In a t-uniform group of finite rank all t-uniform sub-
groups with torsion quotient are of finite index.

In view of two examples A and D above it is natural in this context
of quasi-decompositions to restrict attention to torsion-free abelian groups
having a type sequence (t"1, ... , t"k

k), where only finitely many different
types occur and only one of these types occurs infinitely often, that is, only
one of the numbers nt is possibly an infinite ordinal. The following result
fills the gap left by these two examples.

THEOREM 4.3. Let A be a torsion-free abelian group with type sequence
(t"1,... ,t"k

k), where the types tl,... ,tk are pairwise different, and at most
one of the numbers nt is infinite. If all block-permutations (t^, . . . , &$),
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n a permutation, are also type sequences of A, then A has a subgroup
@k

i=xAi of finite index, where the Ai are pure t^uniform subgroups of rank
nr

In particular A has then all permutations of the given type sequence as type
sequences.

The t-radical of A is (®,.>,^,) , .

PROOF. Assume t — tx to be a maximal type among the / , , . . . , tk . Ob-
serve that the types tt, ... , tk are not assumed to be linearly ordered. Let
B be a t-uniform pure subgroup of rank n = nl, possibly an infinite cardi-
nal, belonging to a composition sequence corresponding to the type sequence
(t"1, ... , t"k

k). By 1.4 B is contained in the /-radical A°°(t) of A. More-
over A°°{t)/B is a /-radical group if not 0 by 1.3. If A°°(t) ^ B, then
A/B contains an element with type > t. By 2.2 any type sequence of A/B,
for instance (t"2, . . . , t"k

k) must contain a type > t. But T was maximal
and the /( were pairwise different. Thus we have a contradiction. Hence
A°°(t) = B. Consequently all composition sequences, starting with /i-times
t, have to meet A°°(t) and therefore A/A°°(t) has the block-permutation
property for the type sequence (t^2, ... , t"k).

Let C be a pure subgroup of A with type sequence (f"2, . . . , tk
k) and

^-uniform quotient A/C of rank « j . Now we prove C n A'(t) = 0 by
induction on i . Using 2.2 and the maximality of t we have C n A1 (t) - 0.
Now we assume CnA\t) = 0. Let A = A/A*{t), C = (C ® A1\t))/'A' (t) a C
and A(t) = {A/A\t))(t). Again by 2.2 we have C n A(t) = 0 but A(t) =
Al+l(t)/A'(t) and consequently by the modular law

(C n Ai+\t)) © A\t) = (C © A\t)) n Ai+\t) = A\t),

that is C n Ai+\t) = 0. If a is a limit ordinal and C D A'(t) = 0 for all
i < a, then obviously

This shows that C n A°°(f) = 0.
Now we prove the theorem by induction on the number k of different

types. The case k = 1 and the hypothesis are clear. Let k > 1. By the
considerations above and the hypothesis, A/A°°(t) has the decomposable
subgroup ©,=2 Ai of finite index, with ^-uniform groups Ai of rank nt.

If ^°°(/) is of infinite rank, that is, «1 is infinite, then
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are both groups of finite rank, and the groups (C © A°° {t)) / A°° (t) and C
have equal type chains of the kind used in 4.1, if we start with an indexing
t{,... ,tk such that tt is maximal in {t(, ... ,tk} for all i. Hence C e
A°°(t) has finite index in A and A°°(t) is a quasi-summand. Further C
is quasi-isomorphic to A/A°°(t) and has therefore a quasi-decomposition
® / = 2 ^ J ^ e -A/A°°(t) with P u r e ^--uniform subgroups Ai = v4(. and with
Al = A°°(t) the sum ®*=1 .4,. is the desired decomposable subgroup of A
of finite index.

If A°°(t) has finite rank, then

A/C D (A°°(t) e C)/C 2 A°°(t).

A/C and A°°(t) are /-uniform groups of finite rank and consequently A°°(t)
© C is of finite index in A by 4.2. Thus A/A°°(t) contains a subgroup
isomorphic to C of finite index. But subgroups of finite index have the
same type sequences as the whole group. Therefore C has the permutation
property too. By hypothesis C has a decomposable subgroup ©, = 2 ^ i °f
finite index and again ©*L,^, with Ax =A°°(t) is the desired decomposable
subgroup of finite index. If t is an arbitrary type and D = ( £ ( > ( ^ . ) $ ,

then by 1.4, D c ^°°(0 and A°°(t)/D is a /-radical group by 1.3. Now
®ttt^i *s isomorphic to a subgroup of finite index in A/D D A°°(t)/D.
Thus A°°(t) = D by 2.2.

By Theorem 4.3 the existence of all block-permutations imply the existence
of all permutations of a type chain in case of finite rank.

COROLLARY 4.4. A torsion-free abelian group of finite rank, having one type
chain together with all permutations, has a quasi-decomposition into uniform
groups.

An immediate consequence is the following unpublished result of Burk-
hardt(1982).

COROLLARY 4.5 (Burkhardt). Let tx, ... , tk bepairwise different types. If
the torsion-free abelian group A of finite rank k has the type chain (tv ... ,tk)
together with all permutations, then A is almost completely decomposable with
quasi-decomposition ®,=1^4,, where Ai is a rational group of type tr

COROLLARY 4.6. A Butler group having a type chain together with all per-
mutations is almost completely decomposable.

PROOF. This is a consequence of 4.4 and 3.4.
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Example E is a f-uniform group, where (1 , 1, . . . ) e t, that is a group
having a type chain together with all permutations. But E is not a Butler
group.

COROLLARY 4.7. A torsion-free abelian group having a type sequence of
only idempotent types together with all permutations is almost completely de-
composable if only finitely many different types occur and at most one of these
types occurs infinitely often.

PROOF. This is a consequence of 4.3 and 2.3.

COROLLARY 4.8. A quotient-divisible group of finite rank, having a type
chain together with all permutations, is almost completely decomposable.

PROOF. If a type chain (t(\i) occurs with all permutations, then all types
ti are cotypes. But cotypes of quotient-divisible groups are idempotent (com-
pare the last remark in Section 3). The rest follows by 4.7.
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